CRA/LA, A DESIGNATED LOCAL AUTHORITY
(Successor Agency to the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles, CA)
MEMORANDUM
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DATE:

OCTOBER 4, 2018

TO:

GOVERNING BOARD

FROM:

STEVE VALENZUELA, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

SUBJECT:

CALIFORNIA PLAZA RECIPROCAL EASEMENT AGREEMENT. Approve
changes to the Common Area/Entertainment Center at California Plaza in the
Bunker Hill Project Area.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Governing Board approve the proposed changes to the Water Court at California Plaza.
SUMMARY
The recommended action will facilitate a significant capital investment by the property owners at
California Plaza to renovate the main public area enjoyed by tenants and visitors and used by
Grand Performances for its ongoing artistic and cultural programs.
The three property owners at California Plaza have collectively agreed on necessary capital
improvements in the area generally known as the Water Court. The plan contained in the Gensler
schematic design would replace the water features with a round central lawn, thereby enhancing
seating areas for Grand Performances events. In addition, the area would benefit from new
landscaping, potted plants, trees and outdoor furniture. The owner-approved budget for the
renovation is $4.5 million, with construction estimated at 24 weeks. The property owners have
worked closely with key stakeholders, including Grand Performances, to mitigate impacts from
the proposed changes. Grand Performances has submitted a letter in support of the owner’s
request.
PREVIOUS ACTIONS
None.
DISCUSSION & BACKGROUND
The Water Court, and other elements of the Entertainment Center, was developed in the 1990s
alongside the Two California Plaza office building. The Entertainment Center is subject to a
Reciprocal Easement Agreement (“REA”) among the owners of One California Plaza, Two
California Plaza, the Omni Hotel and the Former Redevelopment Agency. Among other things,
the REA creates an obligation for each property owner to pay its share of operating costs to
maintain the common areas and support performances in the Entertainment Center. The property
owners organized themselves into Plaza Commons, Inc., a mutual benefit corporation, for
purposes of perfuming these obligations and have retained Grand Performances to produce free
artistic and cultural events in the Entertainment Center.
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August 27, 2018
Steve Valenzuela | Chief Executive Officer & CFO
CRA/LA, A Designated Local Authority
Pershing Square Bldg. | 448 S. Hill Street, Ste 1200 | Los Angeles, CA 90013
T 213.977.1823 | F 213.617.8369
svalenzuela@crala.org
Dear Mr. Valenzuela,
Grand Performances (“GP”) would first like to acknowledge and thank the former
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles and the CRA/LA, a
designated local authority and successor, for their commitment to the arts; and
most importantly for recognizing the critical role that free performing arts has in
maintaining a creative, cultural, and economically vibrant Los Angeles.
Thanks to the vision of Mayor Tom Bradley and the CRA, GP has presented world
music, dance, theatre, spoken word, film, and poetry in the performing arts spaces
of California Plaza for over 30 years. This performing arts program has served as a
backdrop to the transformation of the downtown community for over three
decades.
GP acknowledges the current and past owners and managers of One Cal, Two Cal,
and the Hotel at California Plaza (Cal Plaza), the three of which make up the mutual
benefit corporation Plaza Commons, Inc. (PCI), for their support of the performing
arts program. GP leverages the annual funding from PCI to produce and present a
widely respected and well known performing arts program which has been
recognized both locally and nationally for its programming and production quality.
We understand that the Watercourt, a mainstay of our home venue at Cal Plaza, is
in need of required and necessary maintenance. Our production team is intimately
involved with this aging infrastructure as we run the water elements during many
of our large shows.
We see this renovation as an opportunity to modernize the performing arts space
at Cal Plaza. The proposed plans have been discussed with GP production and
programming staff as well as with the GP Board of Directors.
PCI has been in communication with GP to ensure that the needs of the performing
arts program are considered and actualized during the Watercourt redesign and
renovation process. At a walk through with the architects and construction
managers, GP production and programming staff made suggestions as to what
would work best given the schematic. We fully anticipate this open dialogue

will continue throughout the duration of the project and that the performing arts
space maintain the integrity and structure of a world-class performing arts venue
which audience members have come to expect and love about GP.
The GP team has reviewed the attached plan and we overall support the renovation
including removing the pond and filling this space with attractive landscaping
that will invite audiences to be closer to the performers. The water pond, while
aesthetically pleasing, extends 43 feet to the first row of audience, reducing the
ability for the performers to engage fully with the audience. The up-close feeling
that audience members get with our smaller amphitheater shows would be part of
every performance, enhancing the communal and welcoming environment that GP
audiences have enjoyed.
GP is fully aware that the construction will take place during the majority of the
2019 calendar year and that the summer performance series will need to be held in
alternative locations. We discussed options with the PCI Board of Directors and
suggested a one day Grand Avenue festival held in summer 2019 with estimated
attendance of 10 to 15 thousand to be held adjacent to Cal Plaza. As we did this
summer, we will activate the Spiral Court, which is not undergoing construction,
when appropriate for smaller performances. The PCI Board was in agreement with
these plans and felt as we did that it would address the contractual civic obligation
to artists, audiences, and the Downtown Los Angeles community.
On behalf of the Grand Performances Board of Directors and staff, we support the
renovation and improvements proposed by PCI and look forward to working with
them to inspire community, celebrate diversity, and unite Los Angeles through free
access to global performing arts.
Sincerely,

Mari Riddle
Executive Director

Alison Kleaver
Chair of Board of Directors

